
 

Release Notes for DigiTranslator™ Version 1.0cs2 Software for 
MacOS

March 29, 2001

DigiTranslator™ 1.0cs2 is a maintenance release and free update for all DigiTranslator™ 
owners.
The following issues which have been reported to Digidesign with regards to DigiTranslator 
1.0 and 1.0cs1 have been corrected in this DigiTranslator 1.0cs2 interim release:

Issue:  Sometimes after opening a Pro Tools session created by DigiTranslator, 
deleting (or trimming) one fade on a track will delete all the fades on 
that track.

Issue:  Multi-group video clips from Media Composer versions 8.0 and later are 
converted
as video black.

Issue:  Sometimes an "Assertion in FF_EmbeddedAudioFile.cpp" occurs when translating
OMF files with embedded audio originating from Symphony.

Issue:  Sometimes a one sample rounding error results in edits that that are not
"healable" but which should be. 

Who should use this version:
Use DigiTranslator 1.0cs2 if you are experiencing any of the issues listed above. 

Installation Instructions:
Save your original DigiTranslator 1.0 application to a backup folder, then place 
DigiTranslator 1.0cs2 in your DigiTranslator folder. (you also have a copy on your 
original CD) 
Your existing key disk authorization will allow the new version to work without 
re-authorization.
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The following DigiTranslator™ 1.0cs1 fixes for DigiTranslator 1.0 have been included in 
the DigiTranslator™ 1.0cs2 release:

Release Notes for DigiTranslator Version 1.0cs1 Software for MacOS

April 5, 2000

The following issues have been reported to Digidesign with regards to DigiTranslator™ 
1.0 and are corrected in the DigiTranslator 1.0cs1 interim release:

Issue:  Timestamps on some regions (specifically regions that are right-hand 
contributors to crossfades) are incorrectly time stamped by DigiTranslator 1.0 in the 
translation process.

Issue:  In sessions created by DigiTranslator 1.0 a small percentage of edits may be 
missing under some common circumstances.  In these sessions, the regions are present 
in the region list but, due to an error, are missing in the timeline.  

Issue:  DigiTranslator 1.0 may not translate a sequence, returning a "not enough room 
on volume <volume name> an additional X MB is required..." message when there is 
adequate space available on the specified volume.  DigiTranslator was incorrectly 
calculating the usable space on some volumes.
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